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Sermon – Christ the King Sunday – 11-26-17 

Pause and Reflect… 

Did you set your alarms early or did you leave dirty dishes in the sink and head out to all 

the Blank Friday sales that started on Thanksgiving? Grey Thursday led into Black Friday it 

seems. Getting a jump on the holiday season starts early every year – the selling season that is. 

Black Friday shopping now has its own website, promoting the best deals available.  

Competing with Black Friday this weekend is Christ the King Sunday, with no deals, no 

media frenzy, and no website -- just a story about sheep and goats. It’s easy to see why Black 

Friday is the bigger deal. Almost every American is aware of Black Friday, and some love the 

thrill of the hunt. People “delight over the idea of fighting over the last 150 inch Super Screen 

TV or the most up to date Nintendo Wii, or whatever the item of the year happens to be.” 

Competition creates the feeling of hunting for something scarce, which creates positive 

emotions in us. “At certain levels, consumers enjoy arousal and challenges during the shopping 

process,” researcher Sang-Eun Byun told the Washington Post’s Olga Khazan. “They enjoy 

something that’s harder to get, and it makes them feel playful and excited.” 

People rarely feel this way about Christ the King Sunday. If it was mentioned it probably 

would have been forgotten. We don’t live in a country with kings; we don’t really know what to 

make of this image. Calling it the “Realm of Christ Sunday” might help, but it’s still a lot less 

visceral and or satisfying to human need as buying a Super Large Screen TV on sale and getting 

the newest IPhone.  Our reading this week, gets down to the bottom line, and can be 

uncomfortable to hear, and even more difficult to live.  
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Today is the last day of the Church Year – the New Years Eve of the Church year – yet we 

don’t have party hats and noise makers or confetti to throw when we are done, so what 

difference does it make? The Feast of Christ the King was created by Pope Pius XI in 1925 to 

responding to the ills or the difficulties of the time. This ‘Feast’ of the Church would be 

celebrated by the whole Church every year and speak not only to the mind but also to the 

heart. It is celebrated at the end of the Liturgical year to enhance the experience of meeting 

Christ at the ‘end of time’.  

The end of this year of Matthew is, to be honest, fine by me.  Matthew has been a 

difficult homiletical companion this year. I have tried to put aside its judgment and consider its 

demand for righteousness and accountability. Maybe you have too, or at least have been 

uncomfortable with the “gnashing of teeth” and being sent away into the “deeper darkness” 

for reasons which don’t always seem to make sense. As Lutherans we have a Grace based 

understand and we live in a world which doesn’t. // The world is judgment based until on 

proves themselves innocent. // Here is a Thanksgiving story about a man who was recently 

released from prison because new DNA evidence proved he did not kill his girlfriend or her 

young son almost 40 years ago. He has been in prison for the last 39 years. Without the new 

technology of today he would still be there for something he didn’t do. This is the system we 

are used to.  

But if we think about it, accountability means judgement and that is something most 

people are challenged by and often become defensive about. In the Gospel of Matthew we 

hear about being accountable in many ways and then there is often the harsh tone of 
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damnation – I call it Matthews EXCLAMATION POINT! He wants people to make sure they hear 

the words of Jesus and live them out in their lives – in the “Meantime” as it is often referred. 

This is where we connect with our gospel today, this last day of the Church Year.  

This reading seems no better way to end the Year of Matthew, the "Auld Lang Syne" of 

the Church year! These statements are Matthew’s Exclamation Points: "Lord, when was it that 

we saw you hungry and gave you food, or thirsty and gave you something to drink? And when 

was it that we saw you a stranger and welcomed you, or naked and gave you clothing? And 

when was it that we saw you sick or in prison and visited you? And the king will answer them, 

‘Truly I tell you, just as you did it to one of the least of these who are members of my family, 

you did it to me.'” 

Most children who grow into adults, want to know the “why” behind the statements or 

commands made to them. The answer to this is the same as the answer I would get from my 

“loving” parents – even if it didn’t seem loving at the time: “Because I said so” – “Because Jesus 

says so!” Why are we told to care for others – is it fear of damnation? “No” I say, even though I 

live in a world which is “damning” first before forgiving – that isn’t my understanding of God. 

God is Love – God’s essence is Love, God Created us in Love, everything God does is 

based in love. As humans our first inclination is fear, and out of fear comes all the other 

negative thoughts and feelings. Remember just cause you think it – doesn’t mean it’s true – 

God is love and love is not just a thought for God – it is the essence of God. 

So, I read this quote this week: “if you do not see or experience the reign of Christ in 

your life, before you cast culpability (blame) elsewhere, you better first examine yourself.” If 
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you have to ask Jesus, “when was it…?” you are not paying attention. Furthermore, if you have 

to ask Jesus, “when was it…?” you really do not believe that your actions make a difference for 

moving Christ’s reign to its fullest expression and presence.” 

This parable of the Sheep and Goats has a hidden quality as all the other parables, there 

are no Ad campaigns; with colorful ads or robo-calls, or skywriting or anything else to promote 

the reign of Christ as King – the king who is a shepherd. It seems to be the exact opposite, really 

– the promotion of the Kingdom of The Shepherd King comes in the form of a question, like the 

gameshow Jeopardy: Alex or Jesus I will have….for $200. “When did we see you...?” The 

invitation into the work of kingdom’s is so subtle that it doesn’t even seem like an invitation.   

David Mosser sums up the thoughts of many writers when he says, "In this parable, 

Jesus does not seem to care about confession, and he never asks either group what they think 

about him." On this Judgment Day, "salvation belongs not automatically to those who have 

faith, but rather to those who do faith." Still, as much as Judgment Day strikes a measure of 

fear in our hearts, "God does not see the story of our lives as we see the story of our lives. God 

sees as God sees. This becomes our saving grace" (The Stewardship Companion: Lectionary 

Resources for Preaching).  

 We are saved, by grace. In the meantime, are we living in that grace as disciples of Jesus? 

Amen 


